
PoliSci 101: Intro to IR Week 10 Recap

Main Topic: Explore the politics of international trade and climate change.

1 Key Terms

• collective action problem

• Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act

• Bretton Woods Institutions

• externalities

• Montreal Protocol

• Coasian Bargain

• free rider problem

• shadow of future

2 Key Themes/Ideas

Q. Who are the winners and losers of free trade according to Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson?
Answer: The winners of free trade under Heckscher-Ohlin-Samuelson are those whose factor is
abundant (e.g. capitalists in capital-rich). The losers of free trade - or those who prefer protection-
ism - are those whose factor is scarce (e.g. laborers in capital-rich).

Q. Who are the winners and losers according to Ricardo-Viner?
Answer: Protectionism benefits the sector in which the scarce factor of production is more intensely
employed.

Q. Why does protectionism arise if the gains from trade are so great?
Answer: Optimal protectionism argues that protectionism arises because it is in a country’s na-
tional interest while suboptimal protectionism argues it is due to a domestic political collective
action problem.

Q. What is the domestic political collective action problem driving suboptimal protectionism?
Answer: Comparatively-disadvantaged, but politically organized import-competing industries suc-
cessfully lobby for protectionism at the expense of consumers.

Q. What solves the collective action problem driving suboptimal protectionism?
Answer: The RTAA solves by (1) granting executive more authority to override Congress, (2)
increase the costs for Congress to pass protectionist policies, and (3) issue linkage of foreign tari↵s
and import barriers. The GATT/WTO solves by (1) organizing large multilateral bargaining
over tari↵ rate, (2) prescribe procedures for handling trade disputes, (3) institutionalize tit-for-tat
agreements that threaten retaliatory action.

Q. How do environmental problems represent a collective action problem?
Answer: Countries would all be better o↵ if they could commit not to exploit a common pool
resource, but externalities exist that incentivize states to not change their behavior.

Q. What explains variation in the success of international environmental agreements?
Answer: Variation in the sucess of agreements may be due to (1) the number of parties to bar-
gaining, (2) the “shadow of the future” or expected time you have to pay the costs of DD, and (3)
the costs of cooperation versus non-cooperation.
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3 Key Readings

• FLS Chp. 7 “International Trade”

• FLS Chp. 13, “The Global Environment”

• Sunstein, “Of Montreal and Kyoto: A Case of Two Protocols”

4 Review Questions

Check your understanding of this week’s material and key ideas with the following questions.

• Why are some countries rich and others much poorer?

• Do all collective action problems have the same solutions? If so, why are there more interna-
tional agreements regulating trade than there are the environment?

• How do Fearon and Sunstein di↵er on their reading of the Montreal Protocol as a collective
action problem? How do they agree on their interpretation of the Kyoto Protocol? Do you
agree or disagree with these characterizations?

• To what extent can second-party enforcement mechanisms solve collective actions problems
regarding protectionism? climate change? Provide an example of each in your answer.

• What collective action problem was the RTAA designed to solve and why? How did the
RTAA solve it?

• How did the RTAA a↵ect the institutional design of the GATT and WTO?

• Environmental protection seems to be the largest public good, and interest in it would su↵er
from the largest collective-action problems?after all, every human being prefers a healthy
environment. Yet nongovernmental organizations at times do motivate voluntary action to
protect the environment. How can they be so successful, given the huge potential for free
riding?

• Does Sunstein describe the Kyoto Protocol as a type of collective action problem? What
evidence does he provide to show that it is or is not?
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